The approximate analytical solutions are found to Lane−Emden equation using Picard type iteration and rational Pade approximants. The presented values for the case of n=2 are more accurate than any one known in literature.
Introduction
The investigation of Lane Emden LEE equation has a long standing history see, e.g., 1 10 , to mention only part of a vast literature . Recently Schaudt 6 has shown that Picard type iteration scheme may be used to show the existence, uniqueness and regularity of global solutions of LEE , in particular, for n 1. In this paper it was shown that straightforward usage of Picard iteration at general case of arbitrary n even for n 1 is not possible analytically, and so we apply this procedure for particular case of n 2. The iterations are converging and allow to obtain the solution up to first zero of solution with great accuracy.
Then we consider the modification of iteration scheme allowing to get very accurate Pade approximations and the values of relevant parameter at first zero of Lane Emden function.
We conclude that integral form of LEE allows to get analytical approximations in the terms of economized series rather polynomials and of Pade approximants in the way which is not straightforward from differential form of LEE.
Presented results , for the case of n 2, are more accurate than ones known in literature.
ODE and integral equation
Lane Emden equation LEEn is a second order ODE with parameter n 1, 2 :
By usual way see, eg., 3 6 it may be rewritten as nonlinear integral equation of Volterra type :
This integral form of LEEn is more profitable comparing to 1 in several aspects, reason for this being the explicit taking into account the initial conditions while deriving 2 from 1 .
Iterative procedure in general case
We use here 2 for obtaining approximate analytical solutions of LEEn.
To this end, we rewrite 2 as :
In this form , one clearly sees the possibility to solve the LEEn by Picard type iteration procedure , which should be converging at least for n 1 6 . Note that there is no such iterative procedure known for LEE in form 1 . Now we start with y 0 s Next step leads to uncalculable integrals thus precluding any further analytical iteration for general n, starting with ideal zero step y o x 1 in the spirit of 6 .
Case of n 2
So we consider particular values of n, e.g. n 2 :
x 4 60
x 6 1512 . 6
Note that , in 6 , only first three terms coincide with power series expansion of y x around x 0.
Rather each Picard iteration gives in some sense economized power series of the order which rapidly increases with iteration number. This allows to calculate function y x , and even the first zero of y x , with great accuracy.
Second iteration, y 2 x 6 , has the first zero X 2 3.89295, which is a rather rough estimation. In the Table 1 , we present the values of first zero, X k, such that y k X k 0, for n 2 from several Picard iterations : Picard iteration, power series and Pade approximation
We observe the convergence of Picard type iteration scheme of solution to LEEn starting with zero approximation y 0 x 1, for LEEn of parameter n 2. The reason of this convergence, one may guess, is that in Picard iterations, even in this rather simple case of LEE2, we get not exact power series, but in some sense economized power series.
It is known 7 , that exact power series expansion of function y x for arbitrary n has radius of convergence in all cases less than first zero of y x . So method of power series can not allow to find first zero of function y x . However one can use power series as an intermediate result to get from them Pade approximations, which are much more accurate than corresponding parent power series see, e.g., 8, 9 . In order to illustrate the advantage of Pade approximation in comparison with Picard iterative scheme not speaking of pure power series with their small radius of convergence we present so called diagonal Pade approximation of eighth order , PA 
Pade approximation
So we suggest the more effective modification of Picard iteration scheme. First we find power series using expansion of y n x in the integrand in 3 and then calculate the integral. We note that the general recursive relation for coefficients of power series for function y x of arbitrary n is given in 7 . Here we wish to underline that even not knowing these recurrence relations one can calculate the power series coefficients with iterative scheme from 3 while obtaining the coefficients of power series from 1 is not so straightforward .
We start with y 1 x 1 x 2 6 .
Then using iterative procedure 3 several times we get the power series for general n : In the last column of Table 1 the values of another parameter useful in the theory of polytropic stars see 1, 2 are also given according to Pade approximations. We note that values in Table 1 are of the largest accuracy known in literature in 8 the values of X and Μ are given with 7 decimals . The one important aspect of these calculations is using an ability of Mathematica 11 of exact calculations with integers, and obtained results in the last lines of Table 1 are even more exact and we omitted several last decimals in presented results.
